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Chinese painting is stepping into an unprecedented prosperous era as the 
booming of China’s economy and revival of folk arts. Gongbi, being as a category of 
Chinese folk arts, constantly boosting the evolvement of the whole Chinese painting 
itself. However, a great number of Gongbi paintings now are pursuing the effect, 
emphasizing on the impression of colors and inconsistency from the reality. This kind 
of arts which are titled as “model style” or “inventive style” only deliver the skillful 
painting method to the viewers, but somehow be short of culture & spirit underneath, 
negate aesthetic value itself.  
Therefore, we need to consider how to express the spirit of Gongbi art 
underneath and make painting full of glamor of art. In the same way, it means artists 
are supposed to have clear minds so as to put their ideals into the expressions, graphic 
effects and inspire their potential during the painting process. I was trying to analyse 
and find out the problems & defects of Gongbi arts in my article,  which were partial 
pursuit of impression, lack of invention and be short of delivery of artists’ inside 
world. Meanwhile, I pointed out the importance of “spirit” and show the way to 
cultivate the expression of it. That’s the exploration of hearts and minds then keep it 
consistently same in paintings. I stated the practical meaning of art inventing and the 
method to express the the spirit into artists’ creations to make them more excellent at 
the tail. 
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图 1《墨竹图》清 郑板桥         图 2《墨竹》清 郑板桥 
      

























































































































图 5《花鸟图册 1》清 八大山人    图 6《花鸟图册 2》清 八大山人 
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